ABSTRACT. The atomic decomposition for the Hardy spaces Hp of the product of upper half-spaces is used to characterize Peetre's /C-functional for two such spaces.
The if-functional.
In order to simplify the presentation of the results, we work exclusively with the domain R^ x R+ and its distinguished boundary R2. We will use the same definitions and notations as in R. Fefferman and S. Y. A. Chang [1, 2] . Points in R2 x R2 are denoted by (y,t), where y = (yi,y2) G R2 and t = (ti,t2), ti,t2 > 0. We reserve the notation <p(u) for an even, real-valued, C°°(R) function supported in [-1,1] such that for sufficiently large m to be specified. With this function <p we associate the two-parameter dilation * , x <p(yi/ti)<p(y2/t2) . . ^ n ®t(y) =---, íi,í2>o, tit2 defined on R2. For a tempered distribution / e S'(R2) we put f(y,t) = / * $t(y)-Further, if x = (xi,x2) €E R2, T(x) denotes the product cone T(xi) x T(x2), or r(*) = {{VA)-\xi -2/11 < h, |*ij -y2| < t2}.
We can now introduce the double S-function of / defined by
It is a known fact that for m > 0 and 1 < p < +oo, I|S/||lp(R2) < C7p||/||LP(R2). Figure 1 It is also well known that we can introduce the Hardy spaces i/|(R2 x R2 ) as {/ G S'(R2): ||S/||¿p(r,2) < +00} (modulo a simple normalization).
Here 0 < p < +00 and ||S/||lp, with m ~ (1/p -1) for 0 < p < 1, gives one of the possible equivalent Hp "norms" ||/||//p-In fact, the class Hp is independent of the choice of $ (see Gundy-Stein [5] and Merryfield [9] ).
Finally, we recall the definition of the if-functional. Given / e HPo + HPl and t > 0, put
A similar definition holds for two Lp spaces. We have THEOREM A. Let 0 < p0 < pi < +00. Then K(t,f;Hp°,Hpi)*K(t,Sf;Lp°,LPi).
PROOF. From the subadditivity of the S-function it follows at once that (1.1) K(t,Sf;LP0,LPi) < CK(t,/;HP0,HPi).
To prove the converse, we put for some constant c independent of /. Hence, to prove the inequality opposite to (1.1), we need to show that
Next, by the reiteration result of Holmstedt [1] , it suffices to consider the case 0 < po < 1, 2 < pi < +oo. It is at this point then the atomic decomposition of Chang and Fefferman [2] (also Cohen [4] ) plays a crucial rôle. For each k 6 Z+ let nk = {Sf > 2k}, Ho = {all dyadic rectangles R such that |i2 Pi Oo| < |-R|/2}, Zk = {all dyadic rectangles R such that \R n 0*_i| > |JR|/2, \R n fifc| < \R\/2} , k > 1. [10] , which is based on the nontangential maximal function rather than on the square function, an argument entirely analogous to the one above gives Theorem A'. Let 0 < p0 < pi < +oo. Then K(t, f;HP0,HP1 ) « K(t, Mf;LPa,LPi).
Moreover, as an immediate consequence of Theorem A (or A') we have the following result of Lin [8] .
Corollary B. Let0 < p0 < pi < +oo andi/p = (i-9)/p0+9/pi, 0 <$< 1.
Then (HPo, HPl )gp = Hp (with equivalent quasinorms).
Let us mention two simple applications of Corollary B.
In [6] it is shown that for any p0,0 < p0 < 1, and / G Hpo(R\ xRJ), i/ui,6)i < ci6r/po-%ii/p°-^/iitfPo.
Let dp(Çi,&) = dÇi (¿6/161161, and let 37(£i,6») -|6l 161/(6, 6)-Then the above estimate means that T is bounded from HPa to LPo-°°(dp), 0 < po < 1. On the other hand, by Plancherel's theorem, T is bounded from H2 into L2. Hence, using Corollary B and the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem, we obtain Proposition C (Hardy-Littlewood Imbedding Theorem). LetO< p < 2 and f G Hp(Rj x Rf). Then \ i/p 1/(6,6)lpl6r2l6r2 <*&<*& J <c||/||Hp.
In a similar way we can prove results concerning the modified Riesz potential 7Q of order a-that is, the operator given by the inverse Fourier transform of (4/H6,6) = /(6,6)l6rQl6r, o < a < +00.
Proposition D. LetO < p < q < +oo, 0 < a < 1/p, and 1/g = l/p -a. Then\\Iaf\\Hq <C\\f\\HP.
